FRENCH
LIFR11 Syllabus

PURPOSE: Reading only. Primarily directed at students preparing for graduate reading examination or preparing to do further reading in their own special fields. To attain useful competence, student must supplement course by further reading in field of specialty or by general reading in magazines, readers, etc.

MATERIAL ASSIGNED: FRE.FR
Karl C. Sandburg and Eddison C. Tatham, French for Reading (FR).
LL Book Call No.: PC/2112.5/S33

MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF CREDIT AVAILABLE: 4 units

METHOD OF STUDY:

EXAMINATION:
Student writes the English translation of the French sentences from text sheet prepared by the Supervisor.

ASSIGNMENT:

| Block 2: FR pp. 113-242 | Block 4: FR pp. 364-489 |

2 Units
STUDY TIME= 6 hrs/wk
MIDTERM= Block 1
FINAL= Block 2

4 Units
STUDY TIME= 12 hrs/wk
MIDTERM= Blocks 1 & 2
FINAL= Blocks 3 & 4